Outline of Changes to the

Note:

Edits were made to achieve a consistent style (punctuation, grammar, layout, capitalization, etc.) that have not been noted. Pages renumbered as needed.

Standards Content Changes

The following standards had minor changes for clarification:

A16: Standards edit
A18: Standard Interpretation edits
A19: Standard Interpretation edits
A20: Removed DNA/Interpretation edits
A23: Interpretation edits
A32 Revised (Standards after this renumbered) *A33 from 2016 edition removed
F42: Standard edits

*MMH4 MANDATORY rewrite (Standards after this renumbered)

New: *MMH5 MANDATORY

New: *MMH6 MANDATORY

New Field Test Standard: FTS1

2016 Field Test Standards Added to current 2018 Manual and Renumbered:

*FTS1 MANDATORY replaced *A32 Mandatory MANDATORY

*FTS2 MANDATORY added to Mounted Standards as *MA6 MANDATORY

*FTS3 MANDATORY added to Driving Standards as *DA17 MANDATORY
*FTS4 MANDATORY added to Interactive Vaulting Standards *VA6 MANDATORY